
GAME SETTINGS 

 

The following bullets describe the rules and options on this page: 

• The number of games in the season. If you are planning to run a draft later, setting the 

season length helps the computer make picks by indicating how much playing time will 

be needed from players at each position to complete the season. During a season, this 

figure is used to adjust the length of injuries. For example, if you are playing a 40-game 

season, DMB's injuries are only one-fourth as long as if you were playing a 162-game 

season. 

• Whether the designated hitter can be used. Select No DH (never permit it), DH OK 

(always use it), AwayTeam DH Rule (for inter-league games where the visiting team's 

rule should be used), or HomeTeam DH Rule (also for inter-league games). 

• Which injury rule should be used. Select None if you do not wish DMB to generate any 

injuries. Select Random if you want all players to have an equal chance of getting hurt. 

Or select Injury Rating to use each player's injury rating to determine how often he is 

hurt. 



NOTE: If, during a season, you change the injury rule from Random or Injury Rating to None, all players in the league are 

immediately restored to health. 

NOTE: If your league is using real-life transactions, the injury rule must be None, because the real-life transactions will 
determine when players are placed on the Injured List and when they are activated. 

• Which sacrifice fly rule will be used. In the course of baseball history, the rules 

governing sacrifice flies have changed several times, and DMB allows you to choose 

among those four methods for your league. See Sacrifice Fly Rules for more details. 

• Whether the bullpen warmup rule will be used. If this rule is in use, you must start 

warming up relief pitchers before bringing them into a game. This adds an interesting 

element of strategy by forcing you to think ahead about potential moves you might wish 

to make. If this rule is not in use, you can bring in a reliever at any time. See The Bullpen 

Warmup Rule for details. 

NOTE: The bullpen warmup rule does not apply when the computer manager is handling a team. The computer manager can 
bring in a reliever at any time without warming him up first. 

• The minimum number of batters faced for a pitching change. A pitcher must face this 

minimum number of batters in an appearance or pitch to the end of a half-inning before 

being removed (with exceptions for injuries or ejections).  

• Whether the no-pitch intentional walk rule will be used. Select Pitches required if you 

want pitchers to throw four balls outside of the strike zone to issue an intentional walk. 

Select No pitches required if you want to be able to issue an intentional walk without 

the pitcher throwing any pitches and the batter automatically goes to first base. 

• Whether batter pitching will be restricted. Select Unrestricted to allow batters to be 

used as pitchers at any time in a game regardless of the score or situation. Select 

Restricted to prevent batters from pitching unless a game is in extra innings or the score 

differential is more than six runs. 

• Whether to use automatic runners in extra innings in regular season games. Select Bases 

empty if you do not wish to use automatic runners in extra innings. Select Runner on 

second if you want every half-inning in extra innings to begin with a runner on second 

base.  

NOTE: The runner placed on second base at the start of each half-inning will be the player in the batting order immediately 
preceding that half-inning’s leadoff hitter, or a pinch-runner. However, if the player in the batting order immediately preceding 

that half-inning’s leadoff hitter is the pitcher, the runner placed on second base may be the player preceding the pitcher in the 
batting order. If that runner scores, the pitcher won't be charged with an earned run.  

• Whether to use automatic runners in extra innings in postseason games. 

• Whether to use real-life transactions and lineups in your games. See Real-life 

transactions and lineups for details. 

• The default duration (in days) that should be used when an injured player is placed on 

the Injured List. Separate values may be entered for batters and pitchers. 

• Whether to use the weather system. If you check this option, DMB will generate realistic 

weather patterns based on the date of the game and the weather information that is 

recorded with each ballpark. See Weather for details. 

• Whether to use the option to limit bench playing time. Every year, there are some 

players who didn't play very much but produced excellent statistics when they did play. If 

you play DMB games with the computer manager involved, the computer manager will 
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want to use these players much more often than they were used in real life. If you set up 

your manager profiles so that these players are not in the starting lineups and you activate 

the limit bench playing time option, the computer manager will limit the use of these 

players and thereby avoid giving them a larger role than they had in real life. 

• Whether to use the clutch rating system. See Clutch and Jam ratings for more details. 

• Whether to limit the frequency of collisions at Home Plate. Leave this box unchecked if 

you want to have the number of plays that result in collisions at Home Plate reduced. 

This will also reduce the number of injuries on plays at the plate.   

• Whether to automatically save boxscores, scoresheets, and game logs for each game. 

You can choose to save all of them, none of them, or save them only when something 

special happens in the game. You can choose what qualifies as a special event using the 

Options command on the Scheduled Game window. 

• Which boxscore format to use. DMB provides an expanded boxscore with columns for 

just about every important batting, pitching and fielding statistic, and a more traditional 

newspaper-style boxscore with four batting columns and a block of text that summarizes 

the doubles, triples, homers, errors, and other interesting events from the game. 

• Whether to generate game-by-game statistics for your games. Check this option if you 

wish to be able to generate reports based on time intervals and if you wish to be able to 

look at the daily performance of the players in your league. The game-by-game statistics 

can consume 10-20MB of hard disk space for a large (32-team) league, so if you're short 

of disk space, you can leave this option unchecked to save space. 

• Whether to generate game accounts for your games. Check this option if you're running a 

league and wish to transfer the results of league games from one computer to another. If 

you plan to play all of the games on the same computer, leave this option unchecked. 
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Leagues: Playing Time Penalties 

Organizer ›› Leagues ››  

 

When the Playing Time Penalties feature is enabled, players will perform at full strength until 

they reach their maximum playing time thresholds as described below. When a player exceeds 

one of these thresholds, he immediately becomes a replacement level performer.  

During games where a team is under computer control, the computer manager will adjust its 

strategy to account for the performance level changes for players who have exceeded their 

maximum playing time. In other words, the computer manager will recognize when a player's 

performance level has been reduced and avoid using them if appropriate.  

Keep in mind that if a player is listed for a specific role in the team's manager profile, that will 

also influence how the computer manager handles him. For example, if a pitcher is listed as the 

number one closer in the team's pitching chart, he will still be considered the primary closer even 

after he has exceeded his maximum playing time and had his performance level reduced. 
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It's important to note that a player's hidden event table is not permanently altered when you use 

the playing time penalties system. The adjustment to replacement level is applied before each 

game and before the standard adjustments for park factors, era and weather are applied. For this 

reason, you are able to activate or deactivate the playing time penalties system or change any of 

the maximum playing time settings at any point during a season with no unexpected 

consequences.  

NOTE: If a league has been assigned to an organization, the playing time penalties of the organization are used to govern the limits for 

both leagues in that organization. In this case, those playing time penalties are shown on this page but can be modified only through the 
Modify Organization window. 

The playing time penalties system is enabled by checking the Activate playing time penalties 

box. Leave the box unchecked if you choose not to use the playing time penalties system. In 

addition, you may enable or disable the individual playing time maximums by checking the 

associated box. When a maximum threshold is enabled you will also be able to set the usage 

threshold as a percentage of real-life playing time. 

For the purposes of determining whether a player has exceeded his maximum playing time, the 

player's real-life playing time is compared to his accumulated simulated playing time. For 

example, if the Total plate appearances option is enabled with a percentage limit of 110%, a 

player with 500 real-life plate appearances will exceed his maximum playing time and begin to 

perform at replacement level once his simulated number of plate appearances is greater than 550 

(500 plate appearances x 110%). 

By clicking the Set Defaults button, you can restore all playing time penalties to their default 

values. 

Batters 

For Batters, you may activate and set separate playing time thresholds for Total plate 

appearances and Plate appearance splits. These settings may be used individually or in 

combination.  

When a player exceeds his Total plate appearances threshold, his batting performance will be 

adjusted to that of a replacement level batter with standard platoon splits. 

When a player exceeds his Plate appearance splits threshold for one platoon split, his batting 

performance will be adjusted to that of a replacement level batter for that platoon split only.  In 

other words, a player who has reached his maximum playing time against left-handed pitchers 

will perform at replacement level against left-handed pitchers, but will continue to perform at his 

usual level against right-handed pitchers. 

When it comes to determining replacement level for batters, all positions are not the same. 

Depending on the player's primary position his replacement level performance may be higher or 

lower than the overall average replacement level. Using the results of our extensive research, we 

are able to rank the relative offensive contribution of each position from highest to lowest as 

follows: 



1B   RF   LF   DH   3B   CF   2B   C   SS 

For example, the expected replacement level performance of a player whose primary position is 

first base will be higher than that of a player whose primary position is shortstop. 

The batting penalties apply to both batters and pitchers-as-batters, however, a player's pitching 

and fielding performance will NOT be affected by exceeding his batting playing time thresholds. 

Pitchers 

For Pitchers, you may set maximum playing time thresholds for Innings pitched, Batters 

faced, or Games started. These settings may be used individually or in any combination.  

When a player exceeds any one of these thresholds, his pitching performance will be adjusted to 

that of a replacement level pitcher. For example, if a pitcher has exceeded his Games started 

maximum he will perform at replacement level whether he's used to start a game or in relief, 

even if he has not reached his Innings pitched or Batters faced maximums. In addition, other 

than fatigue, which is not affected by playing time penalties, replacement level for a starter is the 

same as replacement level for a reliever. 

The pitching penalties apply only to pitchers since non-pitchers are already rated to perform at a 

level that is considerably below replacement if they are used as pitchers.  

Batting and fielding performance is NOT affected by exceeding the pitching playing time 

thresholds. 

Fielders 

For Fielders, you may set maximum playing time thresholds for Fielding games by position. 

This threshold is applied to each position individually.  

When a player exceeds this threshold at a particular position for which he is rated, his fielding 

rating at that position is removed. If the player is put in that position anyway, his performance 

will be governed by our standard adjustments for out-of-position players. In other words, a 

player who is rated at LF and RF who has exceeded his Fielding games by position playing 

time threshold at LF, will still be able to play RF without penalty until he also reaches his 

Fielding games by position playing time threshold for RF. 

Post Season  

For Post Season play, you may set the Pro-rating factor to adjust the maximum playing time 

thresholds that will be used for each playoff round. This percentage works with the playing time 

thresholds for batters, pitchers and fielders by adjusting them to be applied once the pro-rated 

maximum is reached. For example, when the Total plate appearances threshold limit is set to 

110%, a batter with 500 player appearances during the real-life regular season will reach his 

maximum playing time after 550 plate appearances in your simulated regular season. If his team 



makes the postseason, his playing time penalties are reset. If the post season Pro-rating factor is 

set to 10%, the player would get 55 plate appearances for EACH round (550 plate appearances x 

10%) before his playing time threshold is exceeded. 

 


